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Sector
Researchers’ mobility

Organization’s profile
EURAXESS - Researchers in Motion is a unique pan-European initiative providing access to a complete range of information and support services to researchers wishing to pursue their research careers in Europe or stay connected to it. Its unique web-portal provides information for researchers willing to participate at mobility actions and those companies and institutes who would like to employ foreign researchers.

EURAXESS Jobs is a free recruitment portal with a special, easy to use and search database, which contains researcher jobs and CVs. On the site researchers from PhD students to seniors can upload their CVs and apply to research jobs, fellowships and grants. Companies and research institutes can publish their vacancies and search in the CVs of the more than 40,000 registered researchers. Jobs is an effective meeting point of researcher demand and supply.

Through its network in 40 countries EURAXESS Services can assist mobile researchers and their families in every step of their move, starting in their home country and continuing until they have settled in a new one.

EURAXESS Rights gives information on living and working in a foreign country and gives guidance for employers about the legal and administrative aspects of employing a foreign researcher in their country.

For European researchers working outside the continent came to life the EURAXESS Links service to ease contact with Europe and their mobile researcher colleagues. The interactive online club gives information on European career opportunities, pan-national researcher cooperation and serves researchers with fora, databases, newsletters and network events.

Organization’s application procedure
- online application on organization’s website

Languages recruiting for
Mainly English

Possible locations for job/internship opportunities
European Union area